### Thank you to our 2019 Sponsors

#### Platinum EP Sponsor* | $17,000+

**IES New York City Section**

#### EPic | $10,000+

**IES Boston Section**

#### Instigator | $6,000

and UP before February 2019

**IES Toronto Section**

#### Extraordinary | $5,000

**IES Los Angeles Section**

#### Supporting | $4,000

**Acuity Brands - Lighting**

**CREE™ LIGHTING**

**Baltimore Section**

**Chicago Section**

**Detroit Section**

**San Francisco Section**

**ILLUMINART**

**ESCHER LIGHTING**

**lumenpulse™**

**SES CO LIGHTING**

#### Contributor | $2,000

**BEGA**

**ELS ENTERPRISE LIGHTING SALES**

**Atlanta Section**

**District of Columbia Section**

**Mexico City Section**

**St. Louis Section**

**impact! LIGHTING DESIGN ALLIANCE**

**LIGMAN LIGHTING USA**

**tempo**

**TOKiSTAR LIGHTING**

**wb WIESBADEN BROWN**

**THE ULTIMATE LIGHTING SOURCE**

### Special Contribution

**Albuquerque Section**

**Cincinnati/Louisville Section**

**Milwaukee Section**

**Reno Section**

**Rochester Section**

**Wichita Section**

### Event Sponsors

**amerlux**

**ETC**

**FOCUS LIGHTING**

**landscapeforms**

---

*Special thanks to the IES New York City Section for being the highest contributor to the EP Sponsorship Program. Because of their generous contribution, the IES NYC Section is recognized as the **Platinum Level EP Program Sponsor.**